
RECAP of relevant MATERAL (we work in first order logic (

h: A -B is

& HOMOMORPHISM IfFREY A FR(a) => BERCh(E)).

onEMBEDDING ifit is an injective homomorphisms.t.

FRtY AF RC)E) BFR(hcal)
an EEMENTARY EMBEDDING Iffor all first order formule 4(n)

AF4(E) 1) B E 4 (h(E)).
-
-

PROP 2.1.14 tfee:
- SF-ETF-
-

every model ofthis e homomorphism to
a model of5.

LEMMA 2.1.21
FI +- formules are preserved by direct limitsof models ofT.
HOMOMORPHISM PRESERVATION THEOREM

0 =+F
+
formula ifit is preserved by all homomorphisms

between models ofT
↳05- TARSKI
a =+7 - formule ifit is preserved by embeddings between models ofT



5.2.5.1 MODEL COMPETENESS

T is MODEL COMPLETEif every embedding between models
is EEMENTARY

EXAMPLES:
-

· QE =) MODEL COMPLETENESS - embeddings guarante preservation ofof-formules
QEyiels that the embeddings are elementary

[(n,y)1y =x+13
· Th(X, sucal is model complete without QE

· Th(K";) is not model complete
q(n):=f3(xcyvx =y)
x +2+A

EQUIVAENTS TO MODEL COMPETENESS Afee:
①T is model complete
② every formula is Et to on 7-formula
③ for any embedding k:A-DB between models ofT,

and ↓ on 7-formula,
BF P(h(E)) -> AF 4(E)

④ every I-formula is ET to a F-formule
⑤every formula is Etto a X-formula

MODEL COMPETETHEORES are 75-exiomatizadle



52.0.2 CORETHEORIES

B is a COREif all endomorphisms ofBere embeddings
T is a CORETHEORY if every nomomorphism between models is

on EMBEDDING

#AMPES:
-Th(Q,) is a core theory a<b()h(a)<h(b)

- Th(Q,1) is NOTa core theory-SEND EVERYMING to O

EQUIVALENTS TO CORE THEORY Afee:

① T is a core theory
2 J- formulas ere ET to It - formulas
③ For yetomic, it is equivalent to an 5t-formule
⑰Iformuls are preserved by mm.

HOMS ere EMB.- Ifers are pres. by hame.I

-:1437-form. -> Iffaul.
↳.D:ham. Preserve It-frmcles. So hams are amb.

B



The CONSTRAINT ENTAILMENT PROBLEM for T is

the computational problem with

UT:4 and I in variables 2... Ru

pp-formula atomic formula

-STION:Does 4 ENTAIL I?(i.e. do we were TFFn....un (4-4)?)

equivalence to CSPCT) for CORE THEORIES

Let ibe a core-theory for a finite.
Then CEPCT) is equivalentto CSPCT) under poly-time turing reduction
Roof: (E)

CSPCT) asking whethergren up contese & TUEP3 is sat.

CSP(T) is Justthe enteilment problem
T40 Q:TF 4- 1?

(E)) Tis a CORE => TY is 7to on It-formule

4,0.... UYm ofPP-formobs.
e is finite m is bounded above by Mecross all possible to

-

is aCSP

Tr Fn(-) if(a)14: (m)/5 is NOT SATsfieble
for all i<m.M

T



52.5.3 MODEL COMPLETE CORE THEORES

whatif T is both model complete o a core?

EQUIVAENTS TO BENG MODEL COMPETE CORE THEORY Ha

①T is a model complete core theory
② formulasare Etto It-formules

③ Far h: A -B a hemomorphism between models ofT, 4 5t-form

B=q(h(a)) -> A Fq(a)

④ FT formulas ore-T to Y--formules-

O ore Etto F- formules5 formulas

T MODEL COMPETE CORE THEORY =) T is equivalentto a X5thry



52.7 COMPANIONS

Perhaps T is NOT a model complete core, but we can find
S s.t. CSPCS) =CSPCT) whicha model complete core theory?

S is a CORECOMPANION ofT if
-> S is a model complete core theory
- TX - =SX-[ Cimoterofmoddy of

S maps homonorphically to
LGUARANTEES CSPCS) =CSP(T).

vice-versa

EXAMPLES:
-

- ThIQ, ) has cORE COMPANION ThCo, 1). CSPCR,1) is in P

· Th(X,) hs CORECOMPANON (R, L,

#t Q
!

- Theory ofundirected loopless grepts has CORE COMPANION (N, I).



Q: What does e CORECOMPANIONLook line (if it exists)?
- Itis unique
- it corresponds to -POSITIVE

KAISER HULL ofT
I theory of all T-epc structures for T.
-
-

a homomorphism h:A-B is an IMMERSION

if for every Iformula 4, BF9(h(al) => AA q(E)

A is EXISTENTIALLY POSITIVE CLOSED for T (T-epc)
ifthere is a homomorphism from A to a model of Tand
every homomorphism h:ABETis on immersion.

Trepc iff T--epc Astructure is T-eps iffit is
TX--epc.

WE CAN CONTINUE"MODELS TO T-epe structures

Let k =mex2141, No) · Every model of Tofcerdinality 1K
edmits a homomorphism to a T-epc structure ofcord. IR



52.7.2 positive KAISER HULL

EXISTENCE Let T 60 e first-order theory. There is a

UNIQUE LARGEST KIT-theory T' s.t. TV-= TF-
we cell T' NO POSITIVEKAISER HULL of T, T

kH

rof:
suppose by CONTRADICTION there are Sand S'VIT-thories s.t.

@ Sv-= S - =Tr-

⑯ sus is unsatisfiable.

& => we can build a colerenthomomorphisms fig. Ai-A]
s.t. for ieven AiESE far i odd A: ES

B: = lim A:FSUS' since FIt-formules are preserved by
i< w direct limits AN

TkH =COMMON FITtheory ofT-epc structures
M

The positive RAISER Hull of T is the set of7t-sentences
holding in every T-epc structure.



52.7.3 CORE COMPANIONS

EQUIVALENTS TO HAVING ACORECOMPANION Afer
①Thas a core companion

② All models of TkHare T-epc

③ The class of T-epc structures is first-order axiomatizable

In particular, if I has a CORE COMPANION T*
I

- T* =theory ofall T-epc structures
-> T* =TkH

proof-:Let r be the core companion oft.
Wis to a F5+-theory and so, by Up-=TF-, UI Toof trar
So, it is sufficient to show. AFU=> A is T-epe.
-

. A maps how to a model of T by UV-=TF- -57
· Lt k:A-BFT G e Komomorphism. Say BF4 (h(E)) ·

B=CFU b U-=Tr-. So CF9(gh(E)).

U is a MODEL COMPETE CORE - gok is an elementary embedding -> AtP(a)
So A is T-ope.



:
We know As T-ppc=> AF TKHY

So, i7)Ais T-ope
,
TRA exiratios top structures

②

D:suppose class ofT-epa structures is exiometized by U

·TX-:
· Any model ofU has a homou toa model of-> TF - CUF-
· Any model ofI can be continued to a T-opc model -> UF-E TF.e

model ofu
· U is a model complete core theory
This isequivalent to: every homomorphism between models ofU is an immersion.

Fu
Let h:A ->homomorphism and 4 60eIt-formale
-

Tr--B = 9Ch(a)). ·pc theor BE Ty-

BETy- +A is Tr--opc =) h is an immersion
by dof ofTF--PC



An extra for model theorists:
PRESERVATIONofmodel theoretic properties

model theorists are interested in model theoretic properties
such as STABE, NIP, simple etc.

Q: Let S be the core companion of T,
① does S preserve model theoretic properties of T?

② does I have the model theoretic properties of S?

#
:overoll, yes!
Let XPe{OP, IP, K-TP, R-TP2, SOP1, SOP23.
Then, I was NXP=>S has NXP

-think of(Q,1) and point

#
: NO

y but we do have

Tr - =Sx- =) Ths NAP+iff S has NxP+

where Xpt is the stive version ofA.
See, for example DIMITREVA

DIVIDING UNES BETWEEN POSITIVE THEORIES
/ by

GALLNARO

KAM SMA


